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}(eferring to hierarc11ical visual stimuli consisting of global and local levels， Navon figures are often 

used within studies of globaトloca1processing. A1though previous studies have reported negative priming 

effects for sequential1y presented Navon figures， the results vary actoss cultures. Western participants 

exhibit negative priming effects at the local level， while East Asian participants exhibit negative 

priming effects at the global level. 1n contrast to the letters and numbers used in prior studies， tbe 

present study used Chinese characters， which possess internal structures of various 10ca1 fe抗ures，such 

as strokes and radicals， and， therefore， may further emphasize global processing. The results revea1ed 

a positive priming effect at the 10cal 1evel and a trend for negative priming at the global leve1. These 

results suggest that East Asians tend to process both larger c011texts and the details， and， thus， only 

inhibit 10ca1， not globaJ， levels of irrelevant informatio11. 
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1 ntroduction 

The NaV011 figure is wideJy used as an 

experimentaJ stimu1us to examine global-Iocal 

process in human visio11 processing. The component 

stimuli in Narvon figures are compound hierarchicaJ 

visual patterns comprising global (e.g. big 1etters 

made up of smal1er Jetters) and Jocal (e.g. sma11 

letters making up a bigger 1etter) Jeve1s (Navon， 

1977). Partiopants are required either to report only 

the global features regard1ess of the Jocal e1ements， 

or the JocaL elements regard1ess of the gJobal ones， 

Two resu1ts are typicaJly found given 1)aradigm: 

globa! advantage， i.e.， the recognition of gLobal 

features is faster than that of local eJements， and 

αsy州'melricinterference， i.e.， global information 

in terfer疋swith JocaJ Information processing with 
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local information exhibiting a relatively small effect 

on globaJ information processing. Although Navon 

0977， 1981) originally observed that this precedence 

towards global aspects occun・ed1n an earJy， 

perceptual， stage of processing， later studies 

demonstrated that attentional， rather・ tl1anperceptua1 

factors， p1ay a central ro1e. in the g10bal-Jocal 

processing (e.g. Miller， 1981; Paquet & Merik1e， 

1988). 

Negative priming is often involved in selective 

attention studies. Priming occurs when the 

processing of one stimulus， the prime， activates 

certain cognitive operations involved in processing a 

re1ated stimu1us， the probe (see review， janiszewsl<i 

& Wyer， 2014). AJthougl1 priming originally referred 

only to positive， i.e.， facilitating， effects of a prior 

stimulus on a subsequent one， negative priming， 

involving a decrement U1 performance， has aJso been 

studied extensive1y. Negative priming occurs when a 
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probe 1S the same as， or similar to， an irrelevant 

distractor ignored in a previously presented stimulus. 

It has been conventionally、proposedCe.g.， Tipper， 

1985) that during the presence of a prillling stimulus， 

attention is inhibited by a distracting prime and th1S 

inhibition continues to dampen attention， thus 

interfering with future processing of the probe 

stimulus. However， more recent studies also 

suggested that negative priming may not reflect 

inhibition but due to difficulties in either recognjzing 

retrieval response tags or distinguishing relevant and 

irrelevant information CTipper， 2001). 

Simultaneol1s1y presented Navon fjgures were first 

used in early studies on the inhibitory mechanisms 

involved in globaJ-local p1・ocessing(Paquet & 

Merikle， 1988; Paquet， 1988). Braind (1994) was the 

first to study global-Iocal processing using a negative 

priming paradigm. He used shapes and colors to 

distinguish priming from simultaneously presented 

probe stimuli. Although lad::ed of consistency， his 

results clearly demonstrated that inhibition is 110t 

necessary when ignoring local items; instead， it may 

be a basis to ignore global stimuli. 

Stablum， Ricci， Pavese， & Umilita (2001) asked 

Italian l111iversity students to serve in a typical 

sequentially presenting negative priming paradigm 

witb Navon figures. Tbey discovered that the 

negative primil1g effect was greater when these 

partiopants followed directions to attend to the local 

leveI tl1an when乱ttendto tbe global level. Using the 

same paradigm with French participants， Poirel et a1. 

(2014) observed a negative priming effect only in a 

local task. Tbese resuJts fl1旧1口げ川r円L廿tl山:hersugges坑tt出ha坑tg凶10凶ball 

informaじ01η1has tωo be inh討J出i

of local Il日1form担1.ation，whereas the reverse is not true. 

However. Chinese partici}Jants showed different 

results with the same experiment procedur・es.Wang 

& Li (2002) executed the same paradigm using 

Arabic numbers and Chinese l1niversity stl1dents and 

found that negative priming only appeared when 

participants attended to global features. Cai， Dl1， 

Zhang， Qil1， & Zhang (2013) used the same 

procedure on healthy and autistic Cllinese children. 

Results on healthy cbildren were tbe same as Wang 

& Li (2002)， while autistic children showed no 

p1'iming e旺ectunder either condition. 

The observed differences in previous studies about 

negative priming effects， given tbe Navon paradigm， 

may be relevant to the hoJistic/ analytic tendencies 

in attention between East Asian and We.stern 

participants. Psychological p1'ocess often varies 

depending human populations (Henrich， Heine， & 

Norenzayan， 2010). It is c0111monly believecl that 

East Asians process information in a more holistic 

way alld are 1ikely to integrate context 01' field 

inf01'mation over an obiect， while Westerners' 

p1'ocessing is more analytic and tends to detach 

objects fr0111 contexts (e.g.， Nisbett， Peng， Choi， & 

Norenzayan， 2001; Masuda & Nist】ett，2001; Nisbett 

& Miyamoto， 2005). Specifically， given the Navon 

paradigm， East Asians， as well as second generation 

Asian i111migrants， should show a mucl1 stronger 

global advantage relative to Caucasians (McKone， et 

a1.， 2010). 

East Asians are also more likely to be influenced 

by previous contextual informatIon in a subsequent 

task. One study demonstrated th8t only for East 

Asians was the recognition performance of previously 

seen obiects better in their original backgrouncls 

than in new backgrounds CMasucla & Nisbett， 2001). 

Amer， Ngo， & Hasher (2016) used Stroop stimllli 

and line-drawings with dist1'actor worclsJnonsense 

w ord s， a11 d sugge sted tb8t l1nli ke Wes tern 

participants， East Asians extend tbeir processing to 

task切 irrelevantbackground information without 

interfering with cuuent task performal1ce and 

actually benefit from such corresponding irre]ev8nt 

features. 1n this case， in冶 levantwo1'ds become 

1'elevant on a sllbsequent task， thus leacling to a 

positive priming effect. 

When attending to the local level in a Navon task， 

global infonnation becomes a distractor for both East 

Asian and Western participants. Alt山hou唱l唱ghWes坑te町n悶1羽er凶勾3S 

have to inhibit irr冶訓elevar日1tglobコa1 fe臼剖atur勾eprocessIl凡19as 

they respond to loca1 features (Bうr‘匂‘

e引ta1.つ， 2014)， we h)ηypothesize that East Asians are 

able to keep global features activated and accessible， 

since East Asians are able to process irrelevant 

backgrol1ncl informatiol1 withont costs ancl melke use 

of this information 1n tbe upcoming task CAmer et 

a1.， 2016). Consequently， East Asian participants may 

experience less inhibition at tJ1e global level i]1 a 

prime stimulus ancl even benefit fro111 aLltomatically 

activated global features when presented as the locaJ 

feature in a probe stimull1s. This hypothesis explains 

why negative priming at the locell level was only 
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observed with Westerner participants (Stablu111 et 

a1.，2000; Poirel et al.， 2014) but not with Chinese 

participants (Wang & Li， 2002; Cai et aし， 2013) in 

previous studies. If this is the case， then we can 

expect East Asian participants to have a positive 

ratber than negative priming effect at the local level 

when the globaL advantage is emphasized. 

On the Qther hand， when attending to the global 

level of a Navon figure， Chinese participants showed 

negative priming in previous studies CWang & Li， 

2002; Cai et al.， 2013). sy contrast， Westerners 

showed either no CPoirel et al.， 2014) or a relatively 

smal1er CStablum et a].， 2000) negative priming 

effect. Although it remains unclear， we hypothesize 

tbat since Chinese individuals tend to process 

objects within contexts， they may direct extra 

attention to local features evel1 when instructed to 

focus only on global features. Unlike global 

informatiol1 that can be processed automatically， this 

local processing requires attention and therefore 

111ight engender a negative pnmll1g effect in the 

suhsequent response. If it i.8 true that Chinese 

participants process tasl( irrelevaJ1t loca1 j11formation 

on the basis of context， then we may reduce such 

processing of local ele111e11ts in prime stimuli and 

lower the negative priming effect by emphasizing 

global processing. 

1'0 assess these hypotheses， we used Chinese 

characters as stimuJi and Chinese students as 

participants in tl1e current study. Compared to the 

typical materials used in Navon paradigm， SL1cb as 

Latil1 alphabets， Arabic numbers or geometrical 

shapes， Chinese char配 ters(or "Kanji" in Japanese) 

are ratller complex. Contrast to alphabetic languages， 

Chinese characters are composed of strokes and 

radicals， and become meaningful only wl1en such 

c0111ponents are combined uncler certain rules (Peng， 

Li， & Yang， 1997). Similar to Navon figure， a 

Chinese character conslsts of both global (i.e. the 

character) and local (i.e. strokes and radicals) 

features. Structural factors (i.e.， spatial relationship 

of strokes and radicals) are extremely important in 

the recognition of Chinese cl1aracters CHuang， & 

Wang， 1992). Therefore， although radicals might be 

semantically meaningfui respectively， a Chinese 

cJlaracter J11ust be processed a.s an entIJ:e stimulus 

regardless of separate local features. When Cbinese 

characters are applied il1 Navon figures， we would 

expect global processing to be further heightened， 

Chinese cha1'actets offet a greater global advantage 

in several aspectsき 1tis suggested that while Latin 

letters are semanticaHy processed after visL1al and 

phonological processing (Posner， 1973)， the semanti.c 

processing of Chinese characters happens in parallel 

with visual processing (Wang， 1988)， immediately 

after morphological processing (Kaiho， 1975). 

Hemispheric differences might also contribute to the 

global advantage of Chinese cha1'acters， as these 

characters are recognized better in the left visual 

field. This suggests tbat the right hemisphere plays 

a more important part in processing CHatta， 1978; 

Nagae， 1994). 1n visual attention research i.t is 

commonly believed that the right l1e111isphere is 

superior in global procεssing and the left dominates 

t11e local processing (Heinze， Hinrichs， Scholz， 

surchert， & Mangun， 1998; Hübnel~ 1997)， 

1n the present stL1dy， we examined whether the 

cultural background of participants and the integra1it:y 

of stimuli affect selective attentiol1 during global-

local processing. We used Chinese participants and 

characters in a combined paradigm of negative 

priming and a Navon ta8k. We hypotllesized that， 

compared to Westerners， East Asians are 11lO1'e likely 

to integrate the compound stimu1i and process 

irrelevant context infomlation. Additionally， Clunese 

characters feature greater integration across 

components within characters， and this element 

should empbasize global processing. Accordingl:y， we 

predict that: a) When attention 1S directed to t11e 

local level， to-be-ignored global features are 

processed automatically and re111ain active until tbe 

next trial， which may lead to no priming or a 

positive priming effect; and b) When attention is 

directed to global level， local features receive little 

attention， which results in a relatively smaller 

negative priming or no priming e旺ect.

Method 

Design 

The experiment used a 2 x 2 repeated measures 

design crossed two levels of attentioll (global， Joc(1) 

with two types of poming-probe reJations (conflicting， 

controlled). 

Each trial consisted of a sequence of two stimL11i: 

a prime stimulus and a probe stimulus. 111 controllecl 
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tria1s， the globコalanc吋d.local featu山l日resof a pro.bコe

stimη1U叫11usd出if百fe巴r凋edfrom those in its prime stimτ羽nl日1叫1

I口conf到lictingtrials， tbe attended level of the probe 

stimulus was the same as the unattended level of 

the priming stimu]us. Ignored features of the prime 

stimulus became t81・getsof probe stimulus in the 

same trial and therefore could serve出 interference

for probe stimulus. The size of priming e百ectis 

measurecl by the RT di任erencesbetween conf1icting 

and controlled trials. 

Participants 

Thirty university students (20 females and 10 

males) from Beijing Norrτlal University and Beijing 

University of Posts and Telecommunicatiol1s 

volul1teered to take part in this experiment. 

Participants were agecl 17 ~21. All participants were 

right-handed， with 1100na1 or corrected to normal 

visual acuity， and had never participated in sil11uar 

experunents. 

Materials 

The stimuli were large Clunese characters 

representing numbers composed of smaller Chinese 

characters representing numbers. We used particular 

numbers to enable participants to respond upon a 

keyboard. 1n order to avoid shape similarity， Chinese 
character numbers ..ー¥叫二，.and ..三"(1， 2， 3) 
were excluded， and only "1四五J¥"六・0七"八

白ブ1"(4.， 5， 6， 7， 8， 9) were llsed in this experiment. 

The ratio of large characters to smalJer ones was 12: 

Con1Jicring 
Trials 

COJ)lrol1己cl

Trial亘

Global Anended 

Primiug Still1ul i Prob巴slIlnuli

Each compound stil11ulus bas two di百erentlevels 

of features: local (small characters) and global (large 

character). The global and local features of a 

compound stimu1us were always different. 

Participants were instructed to reSl)ODd only tQ 

either local or global features. When participants 

were asked to attend to global features， the large 

characters were probe stil11u.1i and the small 

characters were interference， and vice versa. Sample 

stimuh are showed in Figure 1. 

Procedure 

Each participant tool< part in both attention 

conclitions. 1n the global attentioll condition， 

participants had to report the large characters ancl 

disregarcl the smaller characters. 1n the local 

attentIon condition， partidpants were instructed to 

report the smaller characters and disregarcl the large 

characters. 

In each trial， a red central fixation point appeared 

at日rst.After 300 l11illiseco11ds， the fixation point 

disappeared ancl the priming stimulus was presented. 

After a. parbcipant reportecl the stimulus by pressil1g 

corresponding numbers 011 the keyboard， t11e 

stimulus disappeared and a 500~I11 illisecond blank 

screen appeared. Next， the probe stimulus was 

presented. After the participants responcled to the 

stimulus， there was an interval of 1000 milliseconds 

before the next trial began. The procedure in eacb 

trial is shown as Figure 2. 

The experiment was divided il1tO two blocks 

corresponding， respectively， to the two different 

Local Attended 

Priming StimuJi Pl叫3己slim:uli

Figure 1. SampJes of Stimuli Used in The Experiment 
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attention conditions. The orde1' of the two attention 

conditions was counterbalanced. There were 30 t1'ials 

in each block， with conflicting ancl controllecl trial s 

1'anclomly presentecl. Participants we1'e asked to 

complete a training session before each bLock to 

ma}<e sure theγunderstood the instruction. 

The whole experunent took approximately 10 

minutes for each participant to accomplish. 

Results 

Proportion Correct 

Proportion correct results uncler clifferent 

conclitions are shown in Figure. 3. It should be noted 

that the mean accuracy rate of all participants was 

97.06%， wbich was high enough to suggest the 

existence of ceiling effects. 

A 2x2 repeatecl measures ANOVA revealec1 a 

significant main effect of attention conclition， 1;' (1， 

29) = 12.369， P = .001 ， η~ = .299. Loca1 characters 
were recognized more accurately than gJobal 

characters. The main effect of prime-p1'obe 

relateclness was not significant， F (1， 29) = 1.445， P 
= .239，ヴ2= .047. Ancl the interaction between 
attention cLirection ancl relatec1ness was not 

significant， F (1， 29) = 2.278，戸=.142， 17
2 
= .073. 

Reaction Time 

Reaction times of incorrect responses were 

removecl; on1y reaction time of correct responses 

were anaJyzecl. Mean reaction times are shown in 

Figure 4. 

A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA was conclucted. 

The main effect of attention condition was not 

significant， F (1， 29) = 1.74， jJ = .197， 17
2 = .057， 

anc1 110r was the main effect of re1ateclness， F (1， 29) 
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ニ .087，P = .770，η:::: .003. However， there was a 

significant interaιtion between attention condition 

and relatedness， F (1， 29) = 7.67，戸::::.01， 17
2 = 

.209. 

Post-hoc t-tests assessed RT differences. due to 

rela1工:edness羽wづ引i江thineach at壮:ten一tioncondition 貨 As 

shown in Table 1， significant positive priming 

emerged when participants attended to local features: 

the prime stimuli speed responding to probes 0η 

conflicting trials， by 53.9ms， t :::: 2.678， p := .01.2， d 

:::: .371. While attending to global featl1res， there was 

a slight trend indicating the possibility of a negative 

priming effect， t :::: 1.710，戸=.098， d = .295. The 
size of priming effects between global and 10cal 

attention leveL were signibcantly different， t (1，29) = 
2.77，戸::::.010， d :::: .771. 

Discussion 

The main purpose of the present stl1dy was to 

ascertain if pop111ation and type of stim111i infll1ence 

the inhibition in globaJ繍 localprocessing. We 

hypothesized that East Asians tend to process 

current tasj.:: irrelevant information 011 a contextl1al 

basis. For these participants， such irrelevant 

inforr:nation is more luely to be processed 

al1tomatically at a global level than at a local level. 

Presenting Chinese characters emphasized the 

processing 3t the global level“ A positive priJ11ing 

e百ectoccurred 011 local level， whereas a borderline 

sigllificant negative priming effect er:nerged wben 

atteJ1tion was directed to global level. The results 

are consistent with our hypotheses. 

As noted in the intr‘oduction， prevIous results with 

the same paradigm have varied consic1erably across 

studies. For instance， according to the literature， a 

significam negative pfJJ11lng occurs under both 

Table 1 

attention cODditions (Stablum et al.， 2000)， or it can 

occur onJy when attending to local level CPoirel et.al， 

2014)， or on1y when attention Is directed to global 

level (Wang， & Li， 2002; Cai et a1.， 2013). On the 

basis of the present study as well as previous 

reseafch， one explanation of this variability across 

studies appeals to be population and type of stimu1i. 

Results of previous studies as well as the present 

study are summarizec1 in Table 2. Di百erencesamong 

results from these studies can be explained in terms 

of cultural bac1<grounds. 1n particular， parbcipants in 

c1ifferent studies can be gauged by their holistic/ 

analytic cognition patterns due to c1l1tural 

backgrollncL Thus， when attending to the global level 

of the NaVOll figure， Westerners show smaller or no 

negative priming because the ignorec1 10cal elements 

provided relatively limited interference at the global 

level. By contrast， Chinese participants tended to 

process local elements as context backgrounds， 

hence they demonstrated distinct negative priming. 

When attending to local level information in a 

compounc1 sUmulus， however， Wester11ers l11ust 

inhibit the priority global information; in turn， this 

inhibition slows iclentification of the same letter 

presentecl at the local level in probe stimulus (Poirel 

et.al， 2014). However， East Asians extend tbeir 

attention to backgrounc1 information automatically 

although they are instructed to ignore this 

information; thus they call maintain irrelevant 

information until subsequent tasks where such it 

becomes relevant (Amer et.al， 2016). Therefore， tbe 

robust negative priming effect at the local level of 

this paracligm was not founcl in the present stuc1y， 

nor in several other studies involving Chinese 

participants (Wang & Li， 2002; Cai et al.， 2013). 

When highly integratecl materials， such as Chinese 

characters， are appliecl in this paradigm， the global 

Mean reac.tion times (I11S) for actention conditions: SD in parenthesis 

Local Attended GJobal 

Controlled 11-ials 1132.239 (150.670) 1051.483 (114.156) 

COll日icting'J}:ials 1078.310 (139.583) 1096.475 (182.804) 

Priming E百ect 53.929 (110.281) -44.992 (144.139) 

2.678 一1.710

p .012 .098 

Cohen's d .371 .295 
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advantage may be further in tha t 

processing of irrelevant local elements 1S recluCeせ

ancl of irreJevant information 

accelerated in. prime stimuli. may promote， 

rather than interfere with， perfonnance at a different 

attention ]evel. our results with those 

of stuclies， conclude吐latthe 

is inf1uenced by both the cultural 

of the ancl tbe type of 

material in the compouncl stimuli‘ 

Our results confirmecl that a aclvantage of 

East Asians over Westerners exists for thi8 type of 

1)1'oceぉing. research in 

holistic differences fOCllsed on voluntary 

ancl behaviors， however， these di豆erences

also exist in basic cognitive and perceptuaJ 

processes. we would like tQ 

that it should be necessary to ta}):e 

differences into account even in basic 

studies. Cllrrently， most of tbe psychology studies 
published i11 tbe world!s top jouxnals are based on 

samples from Western， Educated， H.ich 
and Democratic (WEIRD) societies. Researchers are 

often interested in universal buman 

behaviors despite of their narrow howeveJ~ 

we should be 

to other cultures 

(Henrich et al.， 2010). 

Howeveζit should be noted t11at our conclusion is 

based 011 just one and its COI11ひ紅isonof 

stuc1ies conducted with t11e same 

previous literature exists on the 

the Na:VQl1 paradi交m in both East Asian 

総長 Westemcountries， these 

from tbe present stlidy in many 

parameters and stimulus properties 

space between Jocal features， number 

relative s1ze of elements， visual angIe， reti11al 

location， exposure duration， and 

The evidence presented in the current 

study is oot to compare the of the 

global advantage せifferentstimuli types across 

races and cultures. 1n other words， 1t is necessary to 

replica.te th13 experiment with different cultural 

groups 1n the future. 

1n condusion， in contrast to studies， this 

study demonstrates when 

to 10cal and }ittle 

e百ectwhen attendinαto global features with 

East Asian specific 

stimuJi. We be1ieve that unli]{e Westerners， East 

Asian can process cunent1y tas]{ 

irrelevant information， and that 

information may enhance their recognition the 

character in probe 刊 li.
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